We present an APL PLUS simulation model of a two asset cash management system. The two assets are cash and an income producing portfolio. The model relates cash transfer policies and futures stocks of cash and income producing assets to restrictions on average and minimum balances, projections of future cash flows, the costs of cash management, and user specified objectives.
I. Introduction
An organization's cash management system acts as a buffer between the organization's internal cash needs and its external financial relations with customers, suppliers, tax collecting agencies, and banks. Three frequently ~ited reasons for holding cash are to ease anticipated disbursements, to act as a reserve for unexpected cash demands, and to compensate banks for their services. The most important cost of holding cash is the opportunity lost by not using the cash in some alternate way. For example, cash could be used to pay existing loans, as a dividend to shareholders, as a:short term external investment~ or as an internal capital investment. The opportunity cost for holding cash is the loss incurred by not using the cash in some optimal alternative manner. i.e. the actual cash level minus LX . A compensating balance requirement is described by a constraint on the total cash holding.
(
2) X[I] + X[2] + ... + X[T] Z (T x (A~ -LX))
Here AX is a global variable describing the average level in the cash account. 
In addition, a primal solution (X,U,V)
and dual solution (P,Q) are optimal if and only if they satisfy the complementarity conditions (i)
(4) -CU < P[J] < CV_ ~ V[J] = U[J] = 0 V[J] > 0 ~ P[J] = C[ U[J] > 0 ~ P[J] = -C~ (ii) P[J] -P[J+I] < CX -Q ~ X[J] : 0 X[J] > 0 ~ P[J] -P[J+I] = CX -Q
The variable
is the rate of change of the minimal cost with respect to changes in
S[J] . With this interpretation of P in mind it is easy to derive (3) and (4). Increase S[J]
by a small amount E . This change can be off- It is useful to interpret C~ -Q as an opportunity cost in a related optimization problem that obeys the flow conservation constraints (i) but ignores the total balance constraint (2). If (X,U,V) solve the original cost minimization problem subject to (i) and (2), then (X,U,V) will solve the related problem with opportunity cost CX -Q and no total balance constraint. In this way, Q acts as an incentive for holding cash.
If the incentive is
Just right then the opportunity loss will be reduced so that the optimal program automatically satisfies the total balance restriction.
V. Examples
Several simulations are shown below. The data and length of the planning horizon were selected to illustrate the output and to ease interpretation of the results.
In the output format, the first row numbers the time periods, the second row contains the cash inflows (S) , the third the asset to cash transfers U , the fourth the cash to asset transfers V , the fifth the cash levels X , the sixth the level of the interest earning account, the seventh the costs incurred in each period, and the eighth and final row contains the dual variables P .
The final column contains averages. To obtain the total cost, the average cost should be multiplied by the number of periods. The number in the last columa, row eight is Q , the increase in optimal cost of increasing the t o t a l cash holdings by one unit. In the third example L~ +-+ 0 , and was increased to I0000 . 
